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EUROZONE: SHORT AND EUROZONE: SHORT AND EUROZONE: SHORT AND EUROZONE: SHORT AND LONGLONGLONGLONG----TERM GOOD NEWSTERM GOOD NEWSTERM GOOD NEWSTERM GOOD NEWS    

Berenberg Macro Flash 

ZEW Investor confidence, expectations Germany, March 2015  
 
Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        54.854.854.854.8    
Previous: 53.0 
Consensus: 59.4 
Berenberg: 60.0 
 
Yet another increase in German investor confidence and a fourth succYet another increase in German investor confidence and a fourth succYet another increase in German investor confidence and a fourth succYet another increase in German investor confidence and a fourth successive quarterly rise in Euressive quarterly rise in Euressive quarterly rise in Euressive quarterly rise in Euroooozone zone zone zone 
employmentemploymentemploymentemployment provide good news for the short-term and the longer-term recovery. The ZEW expectations index 
for Germany rose from 53.0 to 54.8 in March, somewhat less than consensus and we expected but still the fifth 
successive improvement. The tailwinds of cheap oil, a weaker euro and lower funding costs for companies and 
households due to ECB QE have boosted optimism as the risks, especially the Putin factor, faded since the au-
tumn of 2014. However, the new Greek risk may be dampening optimism somewhat, as may weaker data from 
important export markets such as China and the US. Still, the current assessment component of the ZEW, which 
tracks the state of the economy, rose sharply from 45.5 to 55.1, its highest level since July last year, before Putin’s 
widened attack on Eastern Ukraine sparked a deeper confidence shock in Germany and the Eurozone. 
 
German investor became much more optimistic for the EurozoneGerman investor became much more optimistic for the EurozoneGerman investor became much more optimistic for the EurozoneGerman investor became much more optimistic for the Eurozone, where expectations rose from 52.7 to 62.4, 
and in particular for Italy, where Renzi’s reforms are sparking hopes that Italy may finally leave its growth ma-
laise behind it. By contrast, German investors became a bit less optimistic about the outlook for Japan and the UK 
(ahead of the elections in the latter) and the current state of the US economy, albeit from a high level. The contin-
ued improvement in the ZEW reflects the firming momentum of the Eurozone’s recovery, which could exceed 
trend growth rates in the second half of the year, but suggests that wobbly global demand and the Greek risk 
could still dampen spirits at least temporarily. 
 
ZEW Investor ZEW Investor ZEW Investor ZEW Investor 
ConfidenceConfidenceConfidenceConfidence    

    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    OCTOCTOCTOCT    

Germany Expectations 54.8 53.0 48.4 34.9 11.5 -3.6 

 Curr. Situat. 55.1 45.5 22.4 10.0 3.3 3.2 

Eurozone Expectations 62.4 52.7 45.2 31.8 11.0 4.1 

 
Source: ZEW 
 
Irrespective of the shortIrrespective of the shortIrrespective of the shortIrrespective of the short----term cyclesterm cyclesterm cyclesterm cycles, the Eurozone continues to make progress in job creation. Employment 
growth slowed in Q4 2014 to 0.1% qoq, but remained positive for the entire year 2014 as the modest post-euro-
crisis recovery since spring 2013 paid off in new jobs with the usual lag of about a year. Countries with reformed 
labour markets such as Germany but also the former crisis countries Spain, Portugal, Ireland and even Greece 
were leaders in employment growth, while those without substantial reforms, such as Italy and France, lagged 
behind. Italy may switch camps now with Renzi’s labour market reform. The firming recovery should accelerate 
overall employment growth this year and next. More jobs mean more political stability, which might boost the 
chances of the governing parties in Spain and Portugal in their general elections later this year. 
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Chart: Eurozone employment growth, average quarterly rates 2014Chart: Eurozone employment growth, average quarterly rates 2014Chart: Eurozone employment growth, average quarterly rates 2014Chart: Eurozone employment growth, average quarterly rates 2014    

 
Source: Eurostat 
 
 
Employment growth, qoq %Employment growth, qoq %Employment growth, qoq %Employment growth, qoq %    Q4Q4Q4Q4    Q3Q3Q3Q3    Q2Q2Q2Q2    Q1Q1Q1Q1    

Eurozone 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 

Germany 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 

France 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 

Italy -0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 

Spain 0.7 0.4 0.9 0.4 

Portugal -1.4 1.4 0.9 -0.3 

Greece 0.1 1.7 0.0 0.6 

 
Source: Eurostat 
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